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Weronika Szczawińska

Images in action. Photography, gesture, performativity
translated by Arthur Barys

We ought to start by examining the hands. “How astonishing it is that the hand can
express so much! Yet what is more astonishing is that the hand embodies so little.
Just look at our hands: what unhewn, bulky, lazy blocks they are. What unprocessed
material they are, always identical and always similar to each other, with no play or
internal life,”1 remarked Prince Sergey Volkonsky in his 19th century description of
the stage methods developed by François Delsarte, creator of a codified system of
acting techniques. Volkonsky devotes his subsequent reflections to the means by
which this unruly “cluster” of the hand not only acquires the necessary expressive
power, but, perhaps more importantly, is unleashed from this state of meaningless
raw material and (through the proper formatting) begins to communicate very
specific meanings, here ascribed to illustrations that demonstrate the appropriate
modeling of the gesture. It is worth noting that most of the world’s theatrical
systems contain a tradition of disciplined approach to the hands: they are subjected
to codified exercises and acquire the ability to speak through the study of a formal
language. Traces of this can likely be found in the popular saying regarding bad
actors who “don’t even know what to do with their hands on stage.” This is an
important clue: it seems that a hand that is devoid of form when viewed in public
threatens the existing order and remains ready to engage in subversive activity.
It is precisely hands that became the main — or at least the most spectacular —
actors in the performative symposium “Gesture Toward Photography,” held by
Krzysztof Pijarski at the Zachęta Gallery in Warsaw in October 2013.2 Comprising
six intensive sessions, the two-day event became a peculiar experiment designed to
test an alternative model for producing knowledge (with a particular focus, of
course, on the knowledge both generated by — and created for — the photographic
image). The accompanying program explains that “In place of a situation where the
speaker, separated from the audience, shares his already prepared knowledge, the
performative symposium proposes a meeting of several people — artists and
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theorists — to discuss specific photographs in any format, books or contact sheets,
in order to ‘discover’ or explore them — for each other and for the gathered
audience. The process of discovering/exploring the images will be carried out not
only through a discussion, but essentially, via the exchange of gestures: by pointing
a finger, juxtaposing, cropping, inscribing, outlining, etc. — the whole repertoire of
responses to the images which the body has at its disposal.”3 In effect, the
symposium became more than just an interesting subversion of the existing
conference standard: it resulted in several meaningful shifts involving the
categories of gesture and visuality itself. It is precisely this shift that I wish to
explore in the commentary below.
Held in an empty white room, the symposium immediately revealed its theatrical
potential; or, rather, it ostentatiously established a performative frame for the
events. The participants of the discussion, meaning teams that invariably included
Krzysztof Pijarski, artists working in the medium of photography, and an
interlocutor, sat at a round wooden table, while the audience took their seats with
their backs to the group, viewing the discussion on a screen linked to a camera
placed over the table. The audience heard the participants while also observing
their hands, which performed a variety of operations on the discussed images
placed before them. Each conversation held at the symposium was presented to
the audience in this manner and recorded as a film. I would like to examine several
themes that emerged from the encounters as held in this format: namely the
relationship between the image and gesture that formed during the filming of the
event, the peculiarly-planned circumstances for the distribution of knowledge, and
the photographic work of Paweł Bownik, whom I accompanied as an interlocutor on
one panel.
The characteristic feature of the hands depicted in the symposium recordings are
their vitality and their readiness for incessant action. Very rarely do they rest
motionlessly; even then they clearly reveal the impulses that will momentarily result
in further movement. Though the individual films depicting each conversation differ
in terms of their dynamics, viewing them in their entirety allows one to compile
a catalog of recurring gestures. The catalogue could include, more or less, the
following: the touching of visual materials; smoothing them, holding, moving,
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arranging or scattering them; gestures also associated with the act of delivering or
explaining one’s thoughts to someone (in various manners: typically with the palms
facing inwards or upwards), responding to another person’s thoughts or words, with
the hands moving in and out of the picture; and finally, ostentatiously theatrical
hands, self-conscious of being filmed (e.g., the hands sliding underneath a convex
photograph in the panel devoted to the work of Grospierre).
The dynamics of these gestures, as depicted in the recordings of the hands, can be
examined from the perspective of the Brechtian concept of the Gestus, that is, the
“complex of gestures and expressions that form the basis of various actions among
people, and the behavior common to all involved in these actions (…) or the complex
of gestures and expressions that, when performed by a person, elicit specific
behavior in others, or, finally, the demeanor of an individual person. (…) Gestus
always denotes the attitude people have toward each other.”4 It is thus a dynamic
web of interactions that provides insight into social relations, or at least into the
dynamic of relations that emerges among a group of people.
The physical gestures performed as a part of the Gestuses operating within the
recordings are often linked to a very specific action in relation to the photographic
images. For example, participants of the various panels cut the photographs and
arrange them in space (Grospierre), draw on them using markers (Bownik), and
point out particular elements in them (Wilczyk and Janicka). The conversation of
hands observed on the screen somehow elucidates, explains, or “unpacks” the
artworks placed on the table (gradual and methodical “unpacking” being the main
discursive strategy of the symposium); by performing intuitively comprehensible
gestures, the hands weave a clear web of communication.
The image presented in this manner is utterly incomplete. What made the
recordings screened at the Zachęta Gallery unique, and facilitated a shift in the
field of knowledge and visuality, was the result achieved within the assumed
framework of the experiment and — in keeping with its logic — one achieved only in
practice. This is because the aforementioned clear gestures were accompanied by
completely unclassifiable conversations that comprised a peculiar form of antiiconography. The recorded discussions in fact reveal a “gestural surplus,” this
unnameable feverish activity of the hands. Moreover, these gestures usually
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contradict the words accompanying them in the conversation: the former are
completely inadequate to the latter. The image of the gestural conversation is thus
replete with images of fingertips being picked at, hands being rubbed, clumsy,
aimless movements, crossed fingers, and reflexive tapping. The actions of the
hands — irrespective of the situation, words, and gestures — have no direct relation
to anything else and cannot be confined to the above-mentioned concept of the
Gestus. The gestures performed by the mutinous hands are more easily described
using the concept of social choreography,5 which seems much broader and
encompasses the entirety of movement connections within a community (or, in this
case, a microcommunity).
This choreography of hands and fingers — a choreography that annexes
photographs, books, and other objects set in motion — operates beyond the
boundaries of the relational frame. It is thus a performative situation in its purest
form. This understanding of the gesture enters into a highly peculiar interaction
with the photographic image, drawing nearer to the interpretation proposed by
Giorgio Agamben, who wrote: “What characterizes gesture is that in it nothing is
being produced or acted, but rather something is being endured and supported.
The gesture, in other words, opens the sphere of ethos as the more proper sphere
of that which is human.”6 Agamben juxtaposes production and action, putting forth
a definition of action that applies solely to the gesture: “if producing is a means in
view of an end and praxis [action] is an end without means, the gesture then breaks
with the false alternative between ends and means that paralyzes morality and
presents instead means that, as such, evade the orbit of mediality without
becoming, for this reason, ends. (…) If dance is gesture, it is so, rather, because it is
nothing more than the endurance and the exhibition of the media character of
corporal movements. The gesture is the exhibition of a mediality: it is the process of
making a means visible as such.”7 In Agamben’s view, this understanding of the
gesture is something that is potentially present in the image; something that wields
a potentially liberating power, “because a certain kind of litigatio, a paralyzing
power whose spell we need to break, is continuously at work in every image; it is as
if a silent invocation calling for the liberation of the image into gesture arose from
the entire history of art. This is what in ancient Greece was expressed by the
legends in which statues break the ties holding them and begin to move.”8
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The images analyzed during the symposium with the help of discourse are thus
accompanied by the pure mediality of the gesture. The performativity of the hands
— which, in part, eludes classification – accompanies the translation of elements of
the image into language. It would appear that the power of the conducted
experiment is most strongly revealed here. It is as if the insurgent gestures did in
fact set the images into motion; or, perhaps more likely, they captured that
irreducible element of the image that cannot be articulated due to its formlessness,
lack of attribution, and illogicalness, and belongs to the image, or image/gesture,
itself. It is merely (and even) an action that is linked to the revelation of knowledge
about the image, a movement within the frame of another (film) image, a pure
mechanism with no end.
The movement involved in the gesture — be it intentional or aimless — affects the
images externally, as well. The materiality of the photographs placed on the table
intensifies when acted upon by the hands: the pictures are cut, scattered, and
colored. Reordered, replaced, and moved, they are constantly in a state of chaotic
movement. This choreography of sorts to which the photographs are subjected
makes them constantly ready for an encounter with other images (at which point
the issues of materiality and immateriality begin to interpenetrate). The images
literally bump into each other or are made to collide (as in the case of the session
featuring Kuba Mikurda, who projected excerpts of Stanley Kubrick films onto
pictures taken by Nicolas Grospierre); they multiply when several copies of the same
image end up next to each other; they promise to produce surprising combinations
that nevertheless remain highly ephemeral, disappearing with the next caprice of
gesture; they are too fast for the eye. The ones that can be pinned down by our
gaze are marked with a sense of loss: these include the photographs depicting
Aneta Grzeszykowska and Jan Smaga, which stand in for their physical presence
beyond the frame of the image.
I would like at this point to devote more attention to the photographs by Paweł
Bownik presented at the symposium. The juxtaposition of this artist’s work with the
visual experiment conducted at the Zachęta Gallery allows us to make certain
observations regarding the problem of performativity and documentation. I should
start by noting that, in this article, performativity is understood as the eliciting of
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eventalization. However, this eventalization is not limited to that which is produced
and received directly, or “live,” but also that which is mediated — in this case,
through photographs and the film image.

We see the figure of a young man in a smart shirt standing in a corridor, his jacket
leisurely slung across his shoulder, with his back turned to the camera. Two girls in
checkered skirts lying on the floor in nearly symmetrical poses, surrounded by
hardwood floorboards that obsessively repeat the checkered pattern. An elegant
girl with her hair tossed to one side, strongly lit, gazing straight ahead. A boy in
a modern, neon-colored outfit fidgets with his sock in the middle of an antique
salon.
Providing literal descriptions of the photographs comprising Paweł Bownik’s series
“Colleagues” (exhibited and discussed at the Zachęta Gallery symposium) is
a difficult and unrewarding task. The perfectly-executed works are displays of
formal rigor, which is apparent in every element of the photograph and constitutes
their real character. What makes this peculiar study of youth particularly disturbing
is the disruption of the temporal order visible in the photo series. Each piece looks
as if the photographed subject were from a different era; at the same time, there is
something in each of the photos that compels us to briefly scour our memories in
search of the original. The pose of the young man in the black-and-white
photograph evokes associations with American noir films; the girls lying on the floor
might be a reference to the images seen in Hitchcock movies; the portrait of the girl
and that of the boy in the salon brings to mind familiar tricks: technical solutions
typical of particular genres of painting. Ostentatiously artificial, these studio
photographs produce the illusion of something that is ostensibly familiar.
Paweł Bownik’s work approaches the subject of youth in a universal manner that is
both beyond time and demonstratively anachronistic. The artist is uninterested in
portraying young people realistically or considering the phenomenon of youth
today. Instead, he examines the mechanism itself, rather than any of its specific
realizations. At the same time, it seems obvious that all the temporal layers that
emerge from his work are a kind of agitation within the present that is necessarily
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retromaniacal in nature.
The photographs that make up the series “Colleagues” have a particular resonance
with the performative format of the symposium itself. Bownik’s photos rely on
a similar formula, one that requires the viewers to strongly engage their sight and
grasp the formal structure within the images. Youth — ostensibly timeless and
anachronistic — is perceived in terms of an elaborate theatrical performance.
Bownik’s unsettling images become a sort of theater stage on which attempts are
made to execute specific forms, conventions, and manners of depiction that mask
the vague identity of the portrayed subjects. This staging, in which parts of the
image constantly “resemble something,” can only be discerned once the viewer has
discovered the exposing flaws, the idiosyncrasies that emphasize the compositional
rigor.
The gestures in Bownik’s photographs operate in a manner that brings to mind
a process that almost resembles an investigation: following ambiguous clues,
pointing out uncertain leads, tracing characteristic features, calling attention to the
defects — all of which constitute the identity of the image. The leads emerge
gradually: the abnormally elevated corridor floor on which the boy in the first photo
stands, the oversized sweat stain on his shirt, the unconcealed set lighting, the
conspicuous wall joints; the formal obsession guiding the checkered picture, the
multiple structural rules within the image itself; the barely visible bead of sweat on
the perfectly lit face of the girl, and, finally, the juxtaposition of the neon color
palette in the boy’s outfit with the more traditional range visible on the walls of the
salon. A certain distrust of the medium is required in order to follow all these leads:
one must assume that nothing here has been left to chance. Bownik’s “operations
within the scope of the model” can be viewed as a double staging. On the one hand,
it is an elaborate, multi-faceted “performance of youth” that exhibits the associated
mechanisms of attempts and subterfuge. At the same time, this performance is
executed solely in the photograph and for its own sake.
Bownik’s photographs can be included in the category of performed photography
posited by Philip Auslander, who lists the artwork of Cindy Sherman, Marcel
Duchamp, and Matthew Barney as examples of such images.9 What they have in
common is that the photographed events or performances have been conjured
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solely for purposes of the image and have not been bestowed with any
autonomous form of being.10 Photographs of this type constitute a special case:
they are at once the performance itself and its own documentation. The staged
events take place exclusively within the image: none of the situations photographed
by Bownik “actually” happened. Each of them was painstakingly staged for the
purposes of the photo shoot. Nevertheless, they often reveal clues that hint at
earlier events, leads that document the reality of the staged tableaux.
In his analysis of performance documentation, Auslander proposes an ostensibly
dichotomous division into “documentary” and “theatrical” categories. The former
mode involves simply recording an event that supposedly took place in the past.
The latter includes the above-mentioned performance photography, used in
reference to events that have been staged for the sole purpose of the photograph.
The author of The Performativity of Performance Documentation posits that the
difference between these two modes of documentation is ideological, rather than
ontological, in nature. Meanwhile, a person who views an image interprets the
performances — recorded and staged in the same manner — as an event.11
Auslander’s theses apply to photography and belong to a long-running discussion
on the ephemeral nature not just of the performance, but performance art in
general. However, it seems that the arguments cited above can be applied to
a broader context and are relevant to the recording of any eventness and image
(not just photographs).
The recording of the performance/conversation held at the Zachęta symposium
and the heavily staged photographs by Bownik appear to belong to two mutually
exclusive modes: the documentary and the theatrical. Yet the juxtaposition of these
two works casts doubt on a clear delineation between the two. The picture
transmitted to the audience (and stored in the form of a recording) is more than
just a recording of gestures and the movement of photographs: it is itself
a performance. After all, it was only the act of recording — the encompassing event
played out on the table among the hands and photographs — that turned this event
into an actual performance, revealing the operative potential in the simultaneous
movement of images and fingers and making it possible to perceive the regularity in
this ephemeral event. It also revealed the future consequences of the connections
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established at the conversation/editing table, uncovering the tensions that existed
between the material and the immaterial. It involved an event that, like the
situations staged by Bownik, was essentially only seen by the “eyes” of the devices
recording it. Viewers were cut off from the discussion going on at the table, and
were instead immediately presented with its documentation and simultaneous
dramatization. Furthermore, the recording of the conversation in which Bownik’s
photographs were analyzed and set in motion displays a very high level of
performative potential: it documents an event that is a performance in and of itself,
one created with the help of staged photographs.
The peculiar nature of the symposium at Zachęta was itself the result of another
instance in which ossified categories were challenged: in this case, those of
cognition and the senses. This event was more than just an experiment involving
the production of knowledge, one carried out at the dynamic nexus of image and
gesture; it was also something that might be described as a laboratory for the
distribution and reception of knowledge. The situation devised therein (the audience
facing away from the participants of the discussion, observing the discussion
through its embodiment in gestures, knowledge being produced “before their very
eyes”), was such that viewers rarely turned around to glance at the panelists:
instead, they preferred to follow the movement of hands and images on the screen,
looking away only sporadically. The very experience of observing a conversation in
its purest form, rather than its participants, a conversation detached from any
specific situation, resulted in yet another shift, this one taking place within the field
of the visual. The dominant sense, sight, surrendered in a way to the sense of
hearing, the ongoing discussions, and the voices of their participants. The
performativity of the symposium lay in the establishment of such a scope of action
that enabled the deconstruction of the assumed circumstances and facilitated
a shift in this field.
W.J.T. Mitchell argues that the term “visual media” is essentially a “colloquial
expression used to designate things such as television, film, photography and
painting, etc. But it is highly inexact and misleading. On closer inspection, all the socalled visual media turn out to involve the other senses (especially touch and
hearing). All media are, from the standpoint of sensory modality, ‘mixed media’.”12 It
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appears that a similar situation was developed in this performative symposium.
The atypically constructed visual material made it possible to draw the audience’s
attention away from existing experiences and habits and redirect it toward hearing
and the pleasure this movement entails.
Ewelina Godlewska-Byliniak, a researcher who studies the phenomenon of the
voice, points out that, “According to Barthes, the human voice is the privileged site
of difference, differentiation, and deferral that eludes all knowledge, as it can never
be exhausted by knowledge: there will always be some remainder, some appendix,
something unspoken that is self-defined. That is, the voice. In psychoanalysis, the
voice as such was elevated to the level of the object of desire, referred to as object
(a).”13 The detachment of the image from the specific people producing speech and
the accompanying spatial separation allows us to turn our attention to the voice
itself, along with its irreducible surplus. This process, not unlike the selfless
relationship between the gesture and attempts to explain the image in action,
described previously in this article, facilitated the creation of an interesting web of
cognitive processes during the symposium. The content created there was not
authoritative in nature, as it operated in a performative structure that
decentralized power centers and ostentatiously revealed the mechanisms that
potentially lead to their formation, thus providing ample room for negotiation. By
the same token, it enabled a homeostasis between individual media while
respecting the difference inherent to each of them.
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